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1. INTRODUCTION 
The following inequality of Brunn-Minkowski for convex sets in R” has 
led to many important results in statistical distribution theory and 
multivariate statistical inference. 
THEOREM 1. Let A, and A, be two non-empty convex sets in R”. Then 
(l-1) 
where V,, stands for the n-dimensional volume, and A, + A, denotes the 
Minkowski sum of A, and A,. 
This inequality was first proved by Brunn [8] in 1887 and the conditions 
for equality to hold were derived by Minkowski [36] in 1919. Later, in 1935, 
Lusternik [34] generalized this result for non-empty arbitrary measurable 
sets A, and A, and derived conditions for equality to hold. Alternative and 
somewhat rigorous proof of Lusternik’s result was given by Henstock and 
Macbeath [27] in 1953, and by Hadwiger and Ohman [24] in 1956-1959. 
Lusternik’s conditions for equality were also corrected by Henstock and 
Macbeath 1271. 
First we shall consider the following generalization of Brunn- 
Minkowski-Lusternik inequality. 
THEOREM 2. Let fO and f, be two non-negative Borel-measurable 
functions on R” with non-empty supports S, and S, , respectively. Assume 
that f, and f, are integrable with respect to the Lebesgue measure pn on R,. 
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Let 0(0 < 19 < 1) be a fixed number and f be a non-negative, measurable 
function on R” such that 
f(x) 2 M,l.Mxo)~ f*(x,); 49 (l-2) 
wheneverx=(l-8)x,+x, withx,ES,,x,ES,;-l/n~a~++oo. Then 
I fWdx>K, [j s,(x)dx,j f,WW], (1.3) (I-e)sot es1 R” R” 
a,* = a/(1 + na), for -l/n <a < +a, 
= l/n, for a=+co, 
=-co, for a = -l/n. 
(1.4) 
The generalized mean function M, is defined as follows [26]. For non- 
negative a,, and a, 
M,(aO, a,; 8) = [(I - 8) at + Sap]“9 
if O(a< qorif-co <a<Oanda,a,#O, 
= 0, if --oo <a<Oanda,a,=O, 
1-e e = a, al3 if a = 0, 
= max(a,, a,), if a=+m, 
= min(a,, a,), if (x=--co. 
(1.5) 
We shall present two simple and direct proofs of Theorem 2 following the 
essence of the original proof of Theorem 1 and the proof of the generalized 
version of Theorem 1 as given by Hadwiger and Ohman. 
A particular case of Theorem 2, useful for multivariate statistical theory, 
is given below. 
THEOREM 3. Let g be a probability density function on R” such that for 
o<e<1 
t?(x) 2 Ma[ &o), &A; 49 (1.6) 
whenever x = (1 - 0) x,, + 0x, and x,, x1 are in the support S of g; 
-I/n < a < +co. Then for any two non-empty measurable set A, and A, in 
R” 
I 
g(x) dx > Ma, 
(I-e)Ao+e.4l 
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where ax is given by (1.4), if -I/n < a < 0, or 0 < a < +oo and either both 
A,, f7 S and A, f7 S are non-empty or both are empty. 
A non-negative function g satisfying (1.6) for all 8(0 < 0 < 1) was termed 
as a-unimodal function by the present author in a previous paper 114 \. It 
may be noted that (- co)-unimodal functions are precisely the unimodal 
functions as defined by Anderson [ 11, and 0-unimodal functions are simply 
log-concave functions. 
Proofs of Theorem 2 and 3 will be given in Section 2. The relevant 
references, the historical background and further developments will be 
presented in Section 3. References to some important statistical applications 
are given. Section 4 gives a review of different concepts of a multivariate 
unimodal density. In the following, by measurability we mean Bore1 
measurability unless it is specified otherwise. 
2. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 2 AND 3 
Proof I of Theorem 2. 
Step A. Assume n = 1. 
(A 1) Basic Lemma 1. Let a,, a,, b,, b, be non-negative numbers. 
Then for -1 <a<+oo 
where af is given by (1.4). 
Proof. The cases -1 < a < 0, 0 < a < +a, follow from the general form 
of Holder’s inequality [26, p. 241. The case a = 0 follows from the AM-GM 
inequality. The result can be easily verified for a = - 1 and a = +a~. 
(A2) Assume that J’s and S;s are bounded. First consider the case 
when J”?“, f,(x) dx I‘?, f,(x) dx = 0, and 0 < a < 00. Suppose, in particular, 
.I’?, Jo(x) dx = 0. Let x, E S,. Then 
I ~ILe,s,+es,S(x)dx~J f(xW=j f((l -e)x,+ex,)edx, (I-eh+t3sl St 
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Hence, it is sufficient to assume that 
jm f,(x) dx i” f,(x) # 0. (2.2) 
--m -m 
Our proof now uses the well-known Brunn-Minkowski-Schmidt mapping 
(see 141). For q E (0, 1) define x,(q) by 
xi(v) = inf t 1 :(t 
-cc 




I m A@) dx, (2.4) --co 
Ai = {x,(rl): V E (O9 l)}9 (2.5) 
A = Ix(rt) = (1 - 8) x&f) t %(q): tl E (0, I)}. (2.6) 
Note that xi(q) is strictly increasing in q but it may be discontinuous. The 
set Ai can be expressed as a countable union of disjoint (bounded) intervals 
such that inside each such interval 
.txx) f 0, dxdV)l& = mi/!Wi(V))~ a.e. 
(see Natanson [39, Vol. I, p. 2531). Now it can be seen that A can also be 
expressed as a countable union of disjoint (bounded) intervals such that 
inside each such interval 
h(x) f*(x) # 09 
dx(v) mO(l - 19) m,8 
-= .f&,(?)) + J-1(x,(r)) ’ dv 
(2.7) 
a.e. Let A* be the set obtained from A after excluding from it the above null 
sets. Clearly (1 - 19) S, + OS, ZI A*. Moreover, note that the set of q E (0, 1) 
for which x(q) E A* differs from (0, 1) by a null set. Hence 
I f(x) dx > j f(x) dx (I-B)slJ+f3s, A* 
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= Ma@,, m,; t% 
by the basic lemma. 
(A3) Suposefls are unbounded. Define 
h/c(X) = f;:(x)9 if h(x) Q k 
= k, A(x) > k. 
P-8) 
Then fi,(x) T fd x as k -t co. The inequality (1.3) holds with pi replaced by ) 
fls(&= 0, 1). An application of the monotone convergence theorem yields the 
Suppose Sr’s are unbounded. Define 
.4/k) = f;:(X)Y if lx)<k, 
= 0, otherwise 
(2.9) 
Then the support Si, of fik is Sin [-k, k] which is non-empty for all 
suffkiently large k. Here again &(x) T f;.(x). Note that 
(1 - 13) So + S, 2 (1 - 0) So, + OS,, for all sufficiently large k. Now (A2) 
and the monotone convergence theorem yield the result. 
Step B. n > 1. Proof by induction on n. Write the first n - 1 coordinates 
of x E R” as y and the last coordinate of x as z. Let 
ST = {z: (JJ, Z) E Si for some y E RnP’}. (2.10) 
For fixed zi E ST and z = (1 - 0) z. + 82, write 
gi(Y) = A(V, zi)7 g(v) =fO9 z>* (2.11) 
Let Si(zi) be the z,section of Si, i.e., 
Si(Zi) = {J’ E R”-‘: (~7 Zi) E Si}. (2.12) 
Clearly Si(Zi) is non-empty and measurable (251. Then 
l??(Y) > M-1 go(yo)vg,(y,); el- (2.13) 
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for y = (1 - 8)y, + @, ; yi r~ S,(z,); i = 0, 1. By the induction hypothesis 
Let 
hi(zi) = \ gi(Y) &v (i=O, 1) (2.14) 
h”--l,,-e,s,,,,,es,,,,,g(y)dy~ 
Clearly hi’s and h are measurable [25]. Now note that 
h(z) 2 %#%(z,)~ h&d; 4, 
(2.15) 
whenever z=(l -f?)z,+Bz,, ziEST (i=O, l), /.I=a,*-,. Note that 
P: = a,*, -1 < p < +co. Clearly, by Fubini’s theorem 
(RnfiOdx=j hi(z)dz* 
St 
The support of h is a subset of ST. Moreover, S = (1 - 8) S, + BS, 
I cl-e,sotes,f(~)d~ =j [i 
f(Y, z) dY dz 
(I-e,q+es; S(Z) 1 
> 1 [J g(u) d  dz (I-e,s;+es; (1 -e)So(zo)+eSI(z1) 1 
= I h(z) dz. cl-ebs;+es; 
It follows from step A that 
I h(z) dz > MO; . (I -els;+es; [j so* h,(z) dz, j h,(z) dz; 8 SF 1 
The result now easily follows. 
Proof II of Theorem 2. 
We start with the assumption made in the step (A2) given above. 
Excluding the trivial cases we may assume m, > 0 (i =.O, 1). We shall now 
proceed in several steps. 
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(a) First assume thatfi is a uniform interval function, i.e., 
h(X) = CiX(X; li)+ (2.16) 
where x( : Ii) denotes the characteristic function of the (bounded) interval 
Ii, and ci > 0. Then 
by the basic lemma; ,U denotes te Lebesgue measure on R ‘. 
(b) Next assume that fi is a step function, i.e., 
fi(x) = 9 c,x(x; I,), 
.,Z 
(i=O, l), (2.17) 
where cii > 0 and Iij(j = l,...,p,) are pairwise disjoint (bounded) intervals. 
We shah now employ a technique known as Hadwiger-Ohman cut [24]. Let 
Ii = 6 I,, (i = 0, 1). (2.18) 
j= I 
Let b, be a real number such that the number of Z,‘;s to the left of b, and the 
number of Z,‘;s to the right of b, are both positive, the total number being pO. 
Write 
h(x) = h(x) x(x; x < 4) + m> x(x; x > 4J 
(2.19) 
Let b, be a real number such that 
I*’ fi(x) Wm, = jbo fdx) dxh. 
-cc -m 
Such a b, can be found. Write 
(2.20,) 
f,(x>=fi(x)X(x~x~w +fi(x)x(x~x > w 
= fi I(X) + f,,(x)* 
(2.21) 
Then fii (j = 1,2) can be expressed as a step function with the number of 
disjoint intervals detiningfii less than or equal to pi. We shall now prove the 
result by induction on p,, Sp, . 
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Let ZT and IT* be the supports of A, and AZ, respectively. By the 
induction hypothesis 
+“LZi [I O” -co A&> k j” f,zW d-c e] --co 
=I&; [J m -m .6(x) k jm f,(x) dx; e] -m 
using (2.20). Note that (1 - f3) Z,* + 6’ZT and (1 - 0) I,** + 0Zr* are disjoint 
and their union is included in( 1 - 0) I, + I,. The desired result now easily 
follows. 
(c) Assume now 
Pi 
.tKx> = x ci,jX(xG Bi.j>9 (i = 0, l), (2.22) 
j=l 
where ci,i > 0 and B, (j = l,..., pi) are pairwise disjoint compact sets in R ‘. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume ,u@,) > 0. It is possible to find a 
sequence (Zif’) such that each Z$’ is a finite union of disjoint (bounded) 
intervals and I$’ 1 B, as k --t co; moreover I$’ and <T? are disjoint. Define 
f;“‘(x) = 5 c,x(x; Zf’), (i=O, 1) (2.23) 
j=l 
and 
fck)(x) = max{M,(c,j, c,~,; 0); x = (1 - e) x0 + 8x,, 
x, E I$‘, x, E I$! for some j, j’ }. (2.24) 
Let 
(2.25) 
Then, by the result in (b) 
I f’k’(X) dX ~ M~i ( jym fl;“(X) dx, j_“, f:k’(X) dr; 8) . (2e26) (I-e,fp+ery 
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Since 
Note that 
z(Bk’ 3 (1 - 0) Zb”’ + ez:k’ = (1 - 6)) ( .i 0.1) ( i I.‘) (*.*v u I’!’ + 8 IJ Z’k’ 
converges to (Ii,;’ can be suitably so chosen) 




x0 E B,, x, E B,,if for somej andj’}. (2.29) 
Now 
I,*, J(~)(X) dx = jB, f'"'(x) dx + I, ,-B f'k'(x) dx, (2.30) 
0 i R 
which converges to J,, f*(x) dx, since f’“‘(x) 1 f*(x) for x E B,, fck’(x) is 
bounded and Z(Bk) 1 B,. The result now follows from the fact that 
for x E B,. 
f(x) a f*(x) (2.3 1) 
(d) Assume nowfi is a simple function, i.e., 
fi(x) = 2 cijX(x; A i,j)l (i=O, l), 
.j= 1 
(2.32) 
where cii > 0 and Ai,i (j = l,...,pi) are pairwise disjoint (bounded) 
measurable sets in R’; without loss of generality, we may assume that 
0 < ,u(A,.~) < co. Given Aii there exists a sequence of compact sets Bj;’ such 
that Bi,f’ c Ai,i and p(B$ T y(Ai,i) as k -+ cm. Define 
ff”‘(~) = 1 Ci,iX(X; B$“), (i=O, I). 
i-l 
(2.33) 
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Note that fik’@) <A(x) and f;@(x) -h(x) in p-measure. Thus by the 
dominated convergence theorem 
ja f;“‘(x) dx -, j?’ A(x) dx, (i = 0, 1). (2.34) 
-cc -cc 
The desired result now easily follows. 
(e) General case. GivenA there exists an increasing sequence If:“‘} of 
non-negative simple functions such that 
f!“‘(x) + f(x) I 9 i_:, ffk’(x) dx -, I” A(x) dx. (2.35) 
-m 
Let Sik’ be the support offjk’. Then ,Sjk’ c Si. The result now follows from 
W 
(f) After proving the case in (A2) we can use the remaining steps in 
Proof I to complete the proof. Alternatively, the above proof can be easily 
modified to cover the general case n > 1. The only crucial change occurs in 
step (a). For this, consider li as the Cartesian product of n intervals of 








CO fi )Oj, c, fi llj; e 
j=l j=l ) 
(2.36) 
by applying the basic lemma successively. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose A, n S and A, n S are both non-empty. 
Define 
fi(X> = &T(X) X(X; Ai)* (2.37) 
Then Theorem 2 yields 
xz:, (I,. A,(x) dxv jRn fi(x) d-c 0) G j g(x) dx 
(l-e)Aom+eAIn5 
(2.38) 
< I g(x) dx. (I-e)Ao+eAl 




fi(x)dx= j‘ g(x)dx. 
A, 
The Theorem follows easily if jAOg(x) dx jA, g(x) dx = 0, a < 0, or 
j,, g(x) dX = jA , g(x) dx = 0, a > 0. 
Remarks. (1) One may raise the question whether (1 - 0) S, + BS, in 
Theorem 2 or (1 - 8) A, + IYA, in Theorem 3 are measurable. It is known 
1211 that the Minkowski sum of two Bore1 sets in R” may not be Borel; 
however, it is analytic and hence it is Lebesgue measurable [39, Vol. II, 
p. 2501. If we want to deal with Lebesgue-measurable functions and sets the 
left-hand sides of (1.3) and (1.7) should be replaced by the respective lower 
integrals (i.e., the inner measure induced by the respective functions). To 
avoid the measurability problem Henstock and Macbeath [26] considered S, 
and S, to be -;2-, sets so that S, + S, is also an Y0 set; in this connection see 
Hadwiger and Ohman [24] and Dinghas [ 181. 
(2) It is possible to formulate Theorem 2 in the following way. One 
may replace (1.2) by the same condition with x = (1 - 0) x0 + 0x,, x, E A,, 
x1 E A,, when A, and A, are non-empty measurable sets in R”. In that case 
we shall assume jAifi(x)dx < co (i = 0, 1). Then (1.3) would be replaced by 
the following: 
f(x) dx > M,; [I,, j fob), fi(x) dx 0 . 1 (2.40) Al 
If both A, n S, and A, n S, are non-empty then Theorem 2 yields 
I (I-e)Aomote‘4Ins~ 
f(x) dx a M,: jAorno Al(x) dxv j 
[ AlWl 
f,(x) dx; e] 3 (2.4 1) 
which is stronger than (2.40). If both A, n S, and A, f7 S, are empty, then 
(2.41) follows trivially. On the other hand, if only A,, n S, is empty and 
0 < a < co (the result follows trivially if a < 0) we take x, E A, and use the 
following: 
I s(x)dxaj (l-oLql+&4l 




e~ely-,(x,) dw, (2.42) 
Al 
= Ma; 0, ( 5 f,wke . A1 ) 
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(3) As in Remark 2, one may also reformulate Theorem 3 by 
requiring (1.6) to hold for x=(1-0)x0+8x, with x,,EA,,, x,EA,. 
However, if only one of A, n S is empty (1.6) may not hold with many such 
g’s although (1.7) still holds. 
(4) We could have also formulated Theorem 3 without requiring g to 
be a probability density function. In that case we would assume 
JAig(x) dx < co (I = 0, l), where g is a non-negative measurable function. 
Now we shall show that Theorem 3 can be proved directly, simply by 
using Brunn-Minkowski-Lusternik inequality. First we shall prove the 
following lemma which is stronger than Theorem 2 when fi’s are bounded, 
and n = 1. 
LEMMA 2. Let fO, f, be non-negative, bounded, measurable functions on 
R ‘. Suppose f;?s are integrable with respect to .a, (Lebesgue measure on R ‘). 
Let f be a non-negative, measurable function on R’ such that 
whenever x = (1 - 0) x0 + 19x,, xi E Si (i = 0, 1), where Si is the support of 
fi; SI)s are assumed to be non-empty. Then 
J* W,So+*S,f(X)dX 
2 M,(c~, C, ; 8) M, 
[ J 
C; 1 -m_ fo(x)dx,c;'~~~f,(x)dx; e], 
where ci is the supremum Of fi. 
ProoJ Define 
Ei = {X* = (X, Z) E R*: A(X) > ZCi, Z > 0, X E S,}, (i=O, 1) 
E = {X” = (X, Z) E R*: f @) > Zhf,(C,, c, ; 6); Z > 0, X E (1 - 8) so + ml}. 
Let Ei(z) and E(z) be the z-sections of Ei and E, respectively. For 0 < z < 1 
both E,(z) and E,(z) are non-empty, and 
~(~13 (1 - e) E,(~) + eEdz). 
Moreover, 
jm -co fr(x) dx = 1’ P,(Ei(Z)) dZ civ 0 
I (I-ewo+esI 
f(X) dx 2 1’ &(E(z)) dZ . %&O, CI ; 8). 
0 
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By the one-dimensional Brunn-Minkowski-Lusternik inequality 
for 0 < z < 1. The result now follows easily. 
Proof ZZZ of Theorem 2. 
In view of (A3) and Step B of Proof I it is sufficient to prove the theorem 
when thefts are bounded and n = 1. From Lemma 2 we get 
i (I--*,So+tJSlf(X)dX 
f&J dx, c;' jm ./-i(x) d-c 81 
-cc 
~“~i [j O3 -02 f,(x) dx, jm f,(x) dx; 81, -03 
using the basic lemma. 
3. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS 
Theorem 2 is essentially contained in the original proof of 
Brunn-Minkowski inequality in the following form: a = l/(m - l), n = l;f, 
f. and fi are non-negative bounded continuous functions; S, and S, are 
bounded intervals. 
Later the following special case of (essentially) Theorem 2 was proved by 
Henstock and Macbeath [27]: 0 < a < co; n = 1; A fO, f, are taken as non- 
negative, bounded, measurable functions, where 
f(x)= sup ~:[fo(%),fi(XI); 6 (3.1) x=(l-~)xlJ+l3x, 
MZ(a,, a,; 8) = M,(a,, a,, f% if a,a,#O 
= 0, otherwise. 
(3.2) 
The final result is also given in terms of M,* instead of M,. However, 
throughout their development both 1 - 19 and 6 were replaced by 1 in 
defining ft as well as, in the final result. This result was extended by Dinghas 
] 181 to the case n > 1 in the direction discussed in Remark 2. Dinghas 
introduced a generalized integral (following Saks) and considered the case 
when f, f, and f, , A, and A, are not necessarily measurable. In all the above 
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results a special case of the basic lemma and Brunn-Minkowski-Schmidt 
mapping were used. 
Theorem 2 for a = 0 and n = 1 was proved by Prekopa [45] when 
8= l/2, and by Leindler [33] when 0 < 0 < 1. Later, Prekopa [46] proved 
Theorem 2 for a = 0, n > 1 using induction on II. In all these results 
f(x) = SUP x=(l-e)x~+e.r, ~ovotxoM-itxl); 81. (3.3) 
Subsequently Prekopa [47] derived Theorem 3 for a = 0, and derived 
conditions for which the inequality is strict. However, the proofs of Prekopa 
and Leindler are quire obscure and somewhat incomplete. 
Theorem 2 in a more general form was proved by Bore11 [5] in 1975 
following the techniques of Hadwiger and Ohman [24] and Dinghas [ 181. 
However, Borell’s proof is unnecessarily lengthy and not easily comprehen- 
sible. 
A special case of Theorem 2 (and of Theorem 3) can be proved by using 
the following weak (although apparently simple) method. Define 
Bi = {x* = (x, z) E R”+ l:.&(x) > q,(z), x E S,}, (i = 0, 1) (3.4) 
B={x*=(x,z)ER”+‘: f(x) > Q,(Z), x E (1 - 0) so + es,}, (3.5) 
where 




Bi is not defined for z < 0 when a # 0. Let B,(z) and B(z) be the z-sections 
of Bi and B, respectively. Then 
JR”hW lfx = Irn ~u,,tB,tz)) h,(z) & (3.7) 
-cc 
where 
M4 = Ial- ’ z(l’=-X(Z: z > O), if a#O, a<co 
= exp(-z), if a = 0. (3.8) 
Let Ii be the support of lu,(Bi(z)). Then for z,, E Z,,, z, E I, 
B((1 - 0) z. + ez,) = (1 - ~)B,(z,) + eB,(z,), 
and by Brunn-Minkowski-Lusternik inequality we get 
(3.9) 
&,[B((l - 8) zo + wl a M~~~[~n(Botzo))~~~tBltzl))~ el. (3.10) 
310 
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I ,,-sLso+es,s(x)dx~ i PnW)) W) &* ‘(l-e)fo+eI, 
(3.11) 
It follows from the general form of Holder’s inequality 126, p. 241 
where z=(l-@z,+z,, ZiEZi (i=O, 1) and p=y,*, ~=a/(l-a), 
provided -l/n < y < co. Note that -l/n < y < co is equivalent to 
-l/(n + 1) <a < 1. When a = 1, (3.12) is the same as (3.10) with /I= l/n. 
Suppose now Theorem 2 is true for n = 1. Then 
i P,@(Z)) Uz) dz (I-e)IoteIl 
Wf/j; 
(1 m -cc 
P,@,(Z)) k(z) dz, lrn /@,(zN Uz) dz; 8) 3 
--co 
where /IT = a:, provided -1 <jI (i.e., -l/(n + 1) < y < co, which is 
equivalent to -l/n Q a < 1). So the problem now reduces to proving 
Theorem 2 for n = 1; even then Theorem 2 will be proved for n > 1 and only 
for -l/n<ag 1. 
The above idea of using epigraph is not new. It can be found in Bonneson 
[3], Henstock and Macbeath [27]; Das Gupta [14] also mentioned this 
reduction. Rinott [48] in 1976 used the above idea to prove Theorem 3 for 
-l/n < a < 1 and Theorem 2 for l/n < a < 0. Essentially Rinott proved 
Theorem 2 for some special a and n = 1 using Brunn-Minkowski-Schmidt 
mapping; however, his proof is not rigorous. It is obvious that the proof by 
induction on n is much easier and does not restrict a to -l/n < a < 1. 
Proof III of Theorem 2 is most elegant if one is allowed to use one- 
dimensional Brunn-Minkowski-Lusternik inequality. This proof using 
Lemma 2 was given by Bonneson [3] for convex sets. Later, Henstock and 
Macbeath [27] extended Bonneson’s result to the special case of Theorem 2 
for 0 < a < co after proving Lemma 2. (However, Henstock and Macbeath 
[27] replaced both 8 and 1 - r3 by 1 and M, by Mz .) In 1975, Brascamp 
and Lieb [7] used Lemma 2 and the basic lemma to furnish Proof III of 
Theorem 2; Proof III is really trivial once these two lemmas are known. 
Brascamp and Lieb [7] considered 
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and instead of the Minkowski sum of two sets A,, and A, they considered 
ess{(l - 0) A,, + 8A,} 
= {x: (x - (1 - 0) A,,) n BA, has + ve p,-measure}. 
It was shown that for non-negative measurable f0 and f,, f is lower semi- 
continuous; for measurable A,, and A,, ess(A, + A,) is. open. 
It is easy to see that Theorem 2 for a = 0 implies Brunn-Minkowski- 
Lusternik inequality [7]. Hence in order to get all the above results it is 
sufficient either to prove Theorem 2 for a = 0 and n = 1, or the one- 
dimensional version of Brunk-Minkowski-Lusternik inequality. All the other 
results then follow quite easily. The one-dimensional version of B-M-L 
inequality was simply stated by Lustemik [34]; a rigorous proof for a 
somewhat stronger results is given in Henstock and Macbeath [27]. 
Otherwise, proofs I and II can be adopted for this purpose. Brascamp and 
Lieb [6] presented four proofs leading to Theorem 3 for a = 0 and n = 1. 
However, their proofs either use Brunn-Minkowski-Lustemik inequality or 
use essentially Brunn-Minkowski-Schmidt mapping (as in A2 in Proof I). 
Thus it appears that after the pioneering work of Brunn- 
Minkowski-Lusternik, the works of Bonneson [3], Henstock and Macbeath 
[27 ] and Hadwiger and Ohman [24] are the only important ones. Proofs of 
the subsequent results are not new, although these results point out some 
simple but useful extensions. In Section 2 we have presented the important 
steps with necessary modifications and elaborations. 
The conditions for which the inequalities in Theorems 2 and 3 are strict 
are not stated explicitly in the literature except for the case a = 0 [46]. 
However, Proof III along with the work of Henstock and Macbeath [26] 
would yield the desired conditions. 
Th following converse of Theorem 3 was proved by Bore11 [5]. 
THEOREM (Borell). (a) Let f2 be an open convex subset of R” and Zet p 
be a positive Radon measure in f2 such that 
for all semi-open blocks A, and A L in B and all 0 < 8 < 1. Then the support 
S, of ,u is convex, and if dim(S,) = n then p is absolutely continuous with 
respect to .a”. 
(b) Let p be a positive Radon measure in an open convex set f2 c R” 
such that for 
~u*((l -@)A, + ~A,)~M,[c~*(A,),~~,(A,); 01 
for all non-empty sets A, and A, in 9. Let H be the least afine subspace 
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which contains S, and m = dim(H). Then dp =f dp, and f is a-unimodal, 
wheres=azfor-co<s<l/n(m=nifs>O)andf=Ofors>I/n. 
A simpler version of part (b) of the above Theorem is proved by Rinott 
[48]. Bore11 [5] 1 p a so roved a similar converse of Theorem 2. 
It may be noted that Theorem 2 and 3 do not apply when a < - I/n. 
Although a good many p.d.f.‘s satisfy (1.6) for -l/n < a, some general 
results are sought for unimodal functions (for which a = - co). With an 
additional assumption of central (about the origin) symmetry the following 
use of Brunn-Minkowski inequality by Anderson [l] led to many useful 
results. 
THEOREM (Anderson). Let f be a centrally symmetric, unimodal, non- 
negative, integrable function on R”, and C be a centrally symmetric convex 
set in R”. Define 
h(y)=( f(x+~)x(x;C)h. 
R” 
Then h is centrally symmetric ray-unimodal, i.e., 
for all 0 < A< 1, and all y E R” 
This result was slightly extended by Sherman [5 11, (the basic idea in 
Sherman’s work is contained in Fary, I. and Redei, L. (1950). Math. Ann. 
122 205-220) and generalized to the case of invariance under a measure- 
preserving linear group of transformations (instead of central-symmetry) by 
Mudholkar [38]. For further generalization in terms of marginalization see 
Das Gupta [13]. 
Anderson’s result follows easily from Brunn-Minkowski inequality when f 
is the characteristic function of a centrally symmetric convex set. Now to get 
Anderson’s theorem simply note that 
ft.~1 = jam x(x, r;f (x) > z) dz. 
By using a similar argument we can say that Anderson’s theorem holds when 
x(x; C) is replaced by centrally symmetric, unimodal function g provided 
the integrals involved are finite. Another extension is given by Das Gupta 
[ 13 ] following the above line of proof. 
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THEOREM (Das Gupta). Let f(x, y) be a centrally symmetric unimodal 
function on R” x Rm such that f (x, y) is integrable with respect to Cl,, for each 
fixed y. Then 
f,(u)=l f(~,y)ddx) 
R” 
is centrally symmetric ray-unimodal. 
Note that f,, as given above, is also unimodal when m = 1. The above 
theorem in turn leads to the following results: 
(a) The convolution of two 0-unimodal densities is 0-unimodal. 
(b) A marginal ,p.d.f. obtained from a 0-unimodal joint p.d.f. is O- 
unimodal. 
(c) Brunn-Minkowski inequality (i.e., for convex sets). 
(d) Theorem 3 for a = 0 when A, and A, are convex. 
Note that all the above results follow from Theorem 2; nevertheless they 
also follow from Das Gupta’s Theorem which is a simple extension of 
Anderson’s theorem. The key for these proofs is the following. If g is a O- 
unimodal function defined on R” x Rm then 
f (Y, v & u) = g(x -Y, OJ - u)/2) g(x + Y, (u + ~I/21 
is a centrally symmetric unimodal function in (y, v) for every (x, u). This 
fact was first noted by Davidovic, Korenbljum and Hacet [14] and later by 
Brascamp and Lieb [6]. The above fact is used to show 
h*(x) > h(x + Y> W -Y), 
where 
h(x) = 1 g(x, u) du. 
Rm 
Result (a) is given in [ 161 (see [28] and [50] for n = 1) and Result (b) in 
[47,5] and [6]. 
To prove (c) from (b) simply note that for any two convex sets A, and A, in 
R” the characteristic function of the set 
D={(0,x);BE[O,l],xE(l-8)A,,+BA1} 
is 0-unimodal (see [6]). Note now (excluding the trivial cases) 
(I-8)A,+OA,= [(1-1)Ao*+tlA:‘l[(l--8)~~‘“(A,)+e~1~’”(A,)l, 
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where 
rl= ~Pjl’nvJKl - eh? (4) + @d’“<~,)l~ AT =Ai/p;‘yAi). 
To prove (d) from (b) consider g(x) ~(0, x; D), where g is a 0-unimodal 
function. Note that for (a)-(d) we need only Das Gupta’s Theorem for 
n = 1; this can be proved using the one-dimensional Brunn-Minkowski 
inequality for intervals. 
Anderson’s Theorem is also used to show that Schur-concavity of p.d.f.‘s 
is closed under convolution [35]. A p.d.f. g on R” is said to be Schur- 
concave if g(y) > g(x) for every x, y such that y is a convex combination of 
permutations of x. One of the key facts to show this is the following: For a 
(non-negative) Schur-concave function g on R” 
g(u + v, u - v, x3 ,..., x,) 
is central-symmetric unimodal, as a function of v only. See (201 for an 
extension of this result. 
4. UNIMODAL PROBABILITY MEASURES 
Applications of Brunn-Minkowski inequality to statistical theory were 
primarily concerned with probability measures which are unimodal in some 
sense. Several attempts were made to translate the geometric notion of 
unimodality in R” into analytic forms. 
(a) The earliest attempt was made by Anderson [l] who called a 
probability distribution in R” symmetric unimodal (SUM) if it possesses a 
density f with respect to the Lebesgue measure pu, such that the sets 
{x:f(x) > c} for c E [0, co) are convex and symmetric about the origin 
whenever they are non-empty. Following this Dharmadhikari and Jogdeo 
[ 171 called a distribution convex UM about 0 if the sets {x:f(x) > c) for 
c E [0, co) are convex and contain 0 whenever they are non-empty. 
(b) Sherman [51] generalized Anderson’s definition by considering f 
as a member of the closure (with respect to the maximum of the sup-norm 
and the L,-norm) of the convex cone generated by the indicator functions of 
compact, symmetric convex sets in R” containing 0 in their interiors. 
(c) Olshen and Savage [40] defined a r.v. X in R” to be a-unimodal 
about 0, if for all real, bounded, non-negative Bore1 functions g on R” the 
function f”8[ g(fx)] decreases as t increases in [0, co). When X has a p.d.f. f 
with respect to p,, this definition is equivalent to the requirement that 
t”-“f(tx) is decreasing for all fixed x as t increases in [0, co). 
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(d) Dharmadhikari and Jogdeo [ 171 called a r.v. X in R” linear 
unimodal (LUM) if for every vector a in R” the distribution of a’X is 
unimodal (in the univariate sense). When every such linear combination a’X 
has a unimodal distribution about 0 the r.v. X is said to be strictly linear 
unimodal about 0. This definition was also introduced by Ghosh [23]. 
(e) Dharmadhikari and Jogdeo [ 171 called a probability measure P on 
R” (symmetric) monotone UM (SMUM) if for every convex set C in R” 
symmetric about 0 the quantity P(C + ky) is non-increasing in k E [0, co) 
for every fixed non-zero vector y E R”. 
(f) Kanter [30] defined a probability measure on R” to be symmetric 
unimodal if it is a generalized mixture (in the sense of integrating with 
respect to a probability measure) of all uniform probability measures on 
symmetric, compact, convex sets in R”. It essentially gives the closed (in the 
sense of weak convergence) convex hull generated by such uniform 
probability measures. 
The current status regarding the inter-relationships of these definitions of 
unimodality in R” can be described as follows (see [ 17, 30, 541): 
SUM(Anderson) & SUM(Shermon) ===S)SLJM(Konter) 
(===Z+ : strict implication) 
Although the strict LUM is a natural generalization of the univariate UM, 
there are examples to indicate that such a distribution may have a “crater.” 
On the other hand, if a p.d.f. in R” fails to be n-UM then it should not be 
unimodal in any sense. The problem here is to give an analytic definition of 
a mode in R”. In the general case where symmetry is not assumed Kanter’s 
definition (dropping the symmetry part) may be used; the validity of this 
definition is not yet analysed. 
In practice one looks for a definition of unimodality such that the set of 
all such unimodal distributions is closed under convolution, marginality, 
product measures, and weak convergence. It is known that Anderson’s 
definition for SUM does not meet any of these requirements, whereas 
Kanter’s definition meets all of them. 
It was shown by Lapin (see [31]) and later by Chernin and Ibragimov 
(see [29]) that all stable densities in R are unimodal. Lapin’s proof is known 
to be false and recently Kanter [3 l] has indicated that the proof of Chernin 
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and Ibragimov contains an essential gap. Wolfe [56] has shown that every n- 
dimensional, symmetric distribution function of class L is unimodal in 
Kanter’s sense. It is now known that all L class densities are unimodal. 
5. APPLICATIONS 
Anderson’s inequality along with its generalizations as derived from 
Brunn-Minkowski inequality, was used in the literature to obtain many 
interesting results in multivariate distribution theory and multivariate 
statistical inference (studies of power functions and confidence regions). See 
[ 1, 2, 9-l 1, 14, 15, 19, 32, 37, 41-43, 52, 531. For applications in stochastic 
processes see [ 1,7]. For other statistical applications see [44,49]. 
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